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The scheming god Set has built a dark mirror of the Egyptian empire. His minions raid the mortal realms, enslaving humans to
construct impossible pyramids for an evil purpose. Worse, they’re invading alternate realities too. Someone has to hunt them down,

and the techno-Egyptian god Ra is looking for a group of demigods who are up for the task.

This booklet gives you six pre-generated characters from the Set Rising setting, showcasing some of the options and abilities
available to players. Use them for reference, for inspiration, or to turbo-charge your gaming experience, getting into the game

without having to draw up new demigods from scratch. Set Rising is part of the Suzerain Continuum.

Set Rising - Bodyguard Duty

The scheming god Set has built a dark mirror of the Egyptian empire. His minions raid the mortal realms, enslaving humans to
construct impossible pyramids for an evil purpose. Worse, they’re invading alternate realities too. Someone has to hunt them down,

and the techno-Egyptian god Ra is looking for a group of demigods who are up for the task.

This one sheet adventure let's you experience the crossover between Set Rising's Egyptian shenanigans and 20th Century
supernatural hunting!

Set Rising - Costly Secrets

Chasing the villain through a city, dodging mercenaries and stopping the sale of dangerous military technology to the highest bidder
- it's all in a day's work if you're demigods working for Ra and the techno-Egyptian pantheon.

This one sheet adventure let's you line up a series of high octane encounters to the pounding soundtrack of a bad guy
smackdown!

Set Rising - Starhawk Down

Racing against time your demigods are heading into The Maelstrom to rescue the pilots of a downed prototype, the Starhawk class
interceptor. Agents of the dark god Set are out there looking to finish the job and your demigods need to get there before the bad

guys.

This one sheet adventure lets you line up a techno-egyptian encounter on a countdown timer!

Set Rising - Showdown

An old enemy has come back to haunt your demigods, but really she's one of those old enemies that ranks on the lowest rung of the
ladder - until she gains access to some magic-tech that really allows her to even the odds. She's back, and wants revenge and she;s

going to go through your demigods t get it!

This one sheet adventure lets you run encounter crossing over from the Egyptian pantheon to the gothic finery of the sentient
city - Shadeside!

Set Rising - Crossfire

A simple R&D test drive for the awesome crossfire vehicle starts routingely enough for your demigods. Weapons check, motor
check, armor check... Then the Dregs show up toting some serious weaponry, turning the whole thing into a cat and mouse chase.

This one sheet adventure let's feel the heat of the desert in Ra's Sunfire Domain!

Across the universe, the future is about to be Set.

A copy of Savage Suzerain is required to use this product.

Conversion by: Jeannette Jarrar
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Released on February 16, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.4 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and a one time purchase
of the Savage Worlds ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Set Rising Intro Pack (Savage Worlds)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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